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The steel whip wrapped around the Gear with such a speed, its inmate had no
possibility for
any kind of reaction to defend his Gear. As the inmate finally reacted, the steel whip
had
started to absorb the energy of the Gear. Bart smiled in his Omnigear and ripped back
his
whip. The energy lacking Gear broke down. As he looked right, Bart saw that Citan and
Fei
had also destroyed there opponents.
"Looks like we¥re ready here." meant Bart via intercom to his two mates.
"Not really." notified Fei the others and his Gear showed to the sky, where something
was
coming closer. The scanners in the cockpit of Andvari identified the object as an
unknown
Omnigear. When the Omnigear came in range, all three knew which Gear it was.
"Ramsus never
gives up.", was Citans only comment. "This will be our last meeting!", said Ramsus very
sinister and landed in front of the trio. On the left side of his Omnigears a sword was
hanging which he now took out of its sheath. "Are you ready to die? hehehe."
Fenrir and Andvari, the Omnigears of Citan and Fei, made one step to the front to give
a bit
defence to Weltall 2, the Omnigear of Fei. Ramsus watched all this in his Omnigear
Cryptus
and then attacked Weltall 2 directly with his sword. Weltall 2 dodged the sword but
hadn¥t
reckoned with the foot which followed the sword hit. Then Cryptus went back in his
origin
position and blocked expertly the attack of Fenrir who also fought with a sword.
But he hadn¥t much to hold against the whips of Andvari, while he blocked the hits of
Weltall 2 without a problem. This went on for some time at which Andvari and Fenrir
also put
in some bashes.
With the time the trio had to thought of doing something because Ramsus was good
and them
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were running out the fuel. Without big thinking, Fei used the System - Id and grew the
power
of his Omnigear on this way for three, four attacks until the limit, while Citan and Bart
cast elemental spells on their weapons. Ramsus just grew the defense power of the
armour
from his Omnigear and concentrated his main attacks on Weltall 2.
During the next ten attacks Ramsus diverted a part of the Gears energy into the
sword. Bart
and Citan activated their Boosters for being able to attack faster what Fei omitted
because
the System - Id cost lots of fuel. The regeneration of Weltall 2¥s armour had also cost
lots of fuel.
Suddenly Cryptus headed towards Weltall 2, the sword which was glowing a bit lifted
to the
sky. Fei wanted to dodge but Cryptus was faster and his bash broke through Welall
2¥s
armour. Ramsus had to find out unsatisfied that Weltall 2 wasn¥t destroyed but in the
whole
he had forced Fei to kneel very deep because of the high armour and engine damage.
Bart and Citan looked very shocked to Weltall 2. "I¥m not dead yet. Let¥s finish off
that
bastard!" said Fei via intercom. The Trio turned to Cryptus. Two Infinity - attacks later
was Cryptus also kneeling because of the damages. Cryptus wanted just start another
attack
on Weltall 2 but was almost destroyed by a big energy beam coming from Weltall 2.
"We¥ll see us again!" croaked it in the intercom before Cryptus flew away with the
last bit
of energy.
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